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2022-2023 AmeriCorps Member Position Description 
 

 
 

 
Partner Organization Name: Louisiana Environmental Action Network (LEAN) 
 

Member Position / Title: Digital Media Manager   
 

Member Immediate Supervisor: Michael Orr     
 
Days / Hours of Service: M-F 9-5  
 
Address: 162 Croydon Avenue, BR, LA 70806 

 

Organization/Agency Mission and/or Goals: 
 
The purpose of the Louisiana Environmental Action Network (LEAN) is to foster cooperation and 
communication between individual citizens and corporate and government organizations in an 
effort to assess and mend the environmental problems in Louisiana. 
 
Program Mission and/or Goals: 
 
LEAN's Digital Media Manager will be focused on collecting, organizing, edit ing and publishing 
digital media in support of LEAN's educational outreach efforts. 
 
Member Position Summary: 

 
Daily activities will focus on the collection and organization of digital media into LEAN's Community 
Atlas. This content will be the foundation for weekly social media posts and monthly email blast s 
(mailchimp) showcasing the stories of environmental justice challenges throughout Louisiana. 
Additionally, the Digital Media Manager (DMM) will work with other staff and media contractor(s) 
to develop a virtual tour of LEAN's office space and the assembled exhibits within the space. 
Through the organization and refinement of these media, the DMM will work to support LEAN's 
collaborative development of various empowerment tools as well as an interactive environmental 
justice curriculum with LEAN's partners. As the term progresses, the Digital Media Manager may 
also be asked to coordinate outreach events showcasing the collected media to youth groups, 
community partners and other relevant audiences. This work will be a mix of remote and in-person 
hours. 
 
Essential Functions of Position: 
 
The essential functions of this position will primarily be performed on a computer. A work station 
will be provided within LEAN's office but work may also be conducted remotely, when possible. 
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Essential Functions include:  
1. digitizing/scanning various media(newspaper articles, video tapes, photos, documents, etc) ;  
2. identifying related material online through reputable sources(newspapers, archives, etc.) ; 
3.Editing/refining content as needed to appropriate publishable condition;  
4. uploading or linking refined content to the related page within LEAN's website;  
5. prepare and publish weekly featured content to LEAN's social media(facebook, twitter);  
6. prepare and publish monthly summary of collected content to LEAN's email list via mailchimp;  
7. Cohesively coordinate and expand LEAN's social media outreach through instagram and snapchat; 
8. remain flexible and responsive to utilize collected media in support of LEAN's various community 
empowerment efforts and educational outreach present 
 
Required Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities: 
 
Comfortable with online research; familiarity with website publishing tools (wordpress, wix, square 
space or similar); proficient in the use of social media platforms including Facebook, Twitter, 
Instagram and Snapchat; video editing experience with youtube studio, or similar software; 
proficiency in audio editing(audacity or similar) also a plus; strong writing and editing skills; 
willingness to learn and work collaboratively; comfortable presenting material to groups of various 
ages 
 
The ideal applicant would be grounded in the under represented communities LEAN has 
traditionally served in Louisiana, and comfortable communicating to a diverse group of individuals.  
 

Required Transportation Requirements (ex: own vehicle or able bike to site) 
 

Must be able to travel to site(162 Croydon Ave. Baton Rouge, LA 70806) as required 
 


